Eve... Training Her Husband to be Her Master (Erotica)

Eve is a story for every woman who yearns
to be submissive and wishes they knew
ways to encourage their husband to be
more dominant in the bedroom.Warning!
This is a Vivien Sparx story like you have
never read before!It contains explicit sex
scenes and graphic language. It is for adult
only readers who like their action sweaty,
steamy and super hot!Eve is the fifth story
in the Unleashed series...Also available in
the Unleashed series are Alicia, Becky,
Claire and Debbie.Eve is a story of approx.
22,000 wordsJulia takes on a couple in
their mid 30s and over the course of 5 days
shows them ways to re-ignite their sex life
and turn the man into a Master for his wife.
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